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Introduction
If you search for MS-Excel on the web, you will get millions of hits. Probably no other software is so
widely used in the world as Excel. Despite the tremendous amount of ‘excel-bashing’ which some people
indulge in, Excel continues to be hugely popular for the normal spreadsheet usage and also for BI & Data
Analysis. Practically all business softwares give an interface to Excel. “Give me this report in Excel”…. is
probably the number 1 request to IT departments from their users.
Accountants and business men download data into excel files and create reports without any IT help.
And with a little bit of knowledge of databases and VBA (Visual Basic for Applications), Excel can turn
into a powerhouse of BI.
Rick Sherman (April 2005) of Athena Solutions, US says :
“The current king of business intelligence (BI) tools is Microsoft Excel. Microsoft states that there are
over 150 million Excel users, with many of them using it for reporting and analysis of corporate data.
For many years BI vendors have been building front-end tools to try to replace spreadsheets for
querying, reporting and analyzing data results. But despite the fact that tens of thousands of BI tool
licenses have been sold, spreadsheets are still the most pervasive and dominant too.”
(http://searchcrm.techtarget.com/news/column/0,294698,sid11_gci1081869,00.html)

I know this, because I use Excel in my BI Practice. And come to think of it, a few years back I did not even
know Excel.
Why Excel ?
While writing this article I thought as to why do I use Excel ?


I think the main reason is that I can do anything with it. It is a tremendously powerful
spreadsheet.



But if I can’t do something on the Excel frontend spreadsheet, I can use VBA and get it done.



If I can’t store enough data in excel, I can store that data in a database and retrieve it using
Excel.



If I can’t do something myself, I search for the hundreds of excel add-ins which people have
written and which can snap-in to Excel.



I can search on the web and get answers to my queries, or I can post a question on the various
Excel help forums and get quick answers.

Somehow, I have never managed to get stuck in Excel. And when I feel that I know everything, Microsoft
comes out with a new version having amazing new features !
A Chance Encounter
A few years back I had heard of Excel as yet another spreadsheet. I had not worked on Excel at that
time. Some time in year 2002, I was discussing with a friend of mine a feature called ‘cross-tab’ reports
of a programming language called ‘PowerBuilder’, which was at its peak of popularity. He mentioned
that feature called ‘pivot table’ in Excel could do similar things. He made a small pivot table and showed
it to be, and I was amazed. At that instant I started my amazing journey into Excel.
But was it just my fascination with Excel, or did it have some solid industry backing ? I searched on the
net, and found the following two references which bolstered my confidence in Excel.

What I learnt from “Business @ Speed of Thought”
I read in a book called ‘Business @ Speed of Thought’ by Microsoft founder Mr. Bill Gates – “… another
capability known as pivot tables enables people to see the same data in multiple ways… When these
capabilities are combined with templates that build the underlying data into standard formats, the
results are powerful flexible digital reports that each person can personalize to meet specific needs”
We used Excel 97 at that time.
After reading this book, I started experimenting on how to connect to a database and pull in the data in
Pivot tables. There were a lot of challenges along the way, but the Pivot table experience was thrilling.
Connectivity of Excel to a database was also a great help.
I found that in the company where I was consulting the accountants had to regularly make a statutory
format of the Financial Statements , called the Companies Act Schedule VI Balance Sheet. I
experimented and found that I could create the required format in Excel, and each cell could be
connected to the database, and the numbers directly picked up from there. Whenever new data came
into the database, I could just refresh the Excel sheet and Hey Presto ! The statutory report was ready.
Accountants were taking days to make this report, and this technology could do it in minutes !

What I learnt from “The CFO’s ToolBox”
I came across another interesting article by Paul Krieger in a magazine called “The CFO’s ToolBox”. The
article was titled “Excel Pivot Tables : Are You using them to Your Advantage” . This article mentioned :
“..The Pivot Table takes an ordinary Excel spreadsheet and turns it into an extraordinary management
reporting system, with no need for custom-reporting capabilities.”
And it really is so ! I have by now generated hundreds of Excel-Pivot Tables in various domains like
Financial Reporting, Accounts Receivable, Accounts Payable, Inventory Analysis, Product Profitability,
Product Costing, Sales and Purchase Analysis, HR Analysis, Inflation Analysis etc..
My customers are thrilled with the results.
We have combined the inherent strengths of Pivot Tables with some database skills and some skills in
VBA. With all this, Excel Pivot Tables provide a fascinating platform on which MIS Reports can be rapidly
generated and circulated.
Contrary to the popular belief, an Excel Pivot table (even before the 2007 version) is not restricted to
65536 rows ! The Excel Pivot table can take even a million rows from a database.
Web access can be had by storing the reports on the document libraries of Sharepoint Portal. And for
people not having Excel, web access can be had by publishing Excel reports on SharePoint using Excel
Services.
Excel Hell !!##??
Some people in the IT industry have popularized a scenario which is known as Excel Hell. The only thing
good about this is phrase is that it rhymes.
These people claim that with Excel everyone can create his own version of Management Information
System (MIS) reports, and this leads to multiple versions of truth.
In my opinion, this is a problem with the way Excel is used and the way in which the solution is setup..
Excel Pivot Table templates, connected to SQL Databases can and do provide a single version of truth.
Excel reports can be stored in a common folder, or uploaded in a document library like SharePoint,
which makes the distribution very elegant. Solutions like RMS (Windows Rights Management Services)
can give a good level of security on such documents.
For scalability and higher levels of security, Excel can also connect to enterprise grade databases like SQL
Server Analysis Services (SSAS). There is absolutely no limit on the quantum of data which Excel can
analyze once it connects to SSAS.
Solution Cost
Solutions built with Excel as a front end have significantly lower cost. Because of the enormous
popularity of Excel, the learning curve is very low. It is most likely that the users would already be having

Excel. As such they would not have to buy any other additional front end licenses. This would leverage
their existing investment in Excel, and bring down the total cost of the solution.
With data in Excel Pivot tables, the user can generate various reports himself by just slicing/dicing the
data. In one of the companies, I found the IT team had customized about 20 different types of Account
Receivable reports. The outputs were all coming in normal text formats. The users would download
these reports in Excel, format them and send them to their management. As the ERP they were using
was one of the popular branded ERP’s, the various customized reports had cost them a bomb to make. I
requested the company to give me a sample of the base data from which these reports were generated.
Using this base data I created a Pivot Table. This Pivot Table based report, gave the users all the details
(and much more) of the 20 reports which they had painstakingly customized. And it took me just about
an hour to demonstrate the solution. Needless to say, the IT team was speechless !

Excel Based BI Solutions
Another very interesting point about Excel based BI solutions are that they can be built incrementally.
You don’t have to make any huge new initial investment. You could start off with an entry level solution
with MS-Access as the database, and Excel as the front end (all part of the MS-Office suite). This could
be ideal for small departmental applications. As the appetite for information increases, you could upsize
the MS-Access database to MS-SQL Server, standard edition. This would give you scalability on the
backend. You could still generate the Excel reports directly from the relational database engine.
As the demands further increase you could further scale up your solution to enterprise edition of SQL
Server, Sql Server Analysis Services, and SQL Server Integration Services. The front end could be Excel
Pivot tables built on SSAS, and viewed over the web via SharePoint Server document libraries or via
Excel Services! This type of architecture could give you the scalability you need at the backend database
level, web access and the ease of use and familiarity of MS-Excel which users crave for!
A Picture says a Thousand Words
The adjoining is an Excel Pivot
table analysing Inventories. The
underlying data was taken from a
popular and branded ERP system.
This was stored in MS-SQL
Server. Various business rules to
identify ABC class, FSN Class and
Inventory Turns were applied to
this base data. The report
contains many dimensions by
which the user can slice and dice
the data, summarize and drill
down to the lowest level. In just a
few clicks the user can locate an
item which is non-moving for a
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particular buyer! Who says finding a needle in a haystack is difficult !?
The adjoining Excel 2007
graph shows in a beautiful
visual the trend of
expenses. The interactive
graph shows the budget,
the actual and the same
month in previous year
comparisons. The user can
select a company, or a SBU
or the Revenue group
which he wishes to see.
This is just an example of
the stunning interactive
graphs which can be
created in Excel 2007.
Effortlessly, the same
graph can be put on SharePoint and accessed on the WEB via Excel Services. In such a scenario,
users not having Excel can also view the graph in the same manner and with similar interactivity.

Figure 2

Need I say more ?
Conclusion:

The fact that you have read this article till here means that either you are as passionate about Excel as I
am. Or you were an ‘excel hell’ proponent, and now you are converted and are planning to build your
first Excel based BI solution. Great luck, either ways !
[The author solemnly certifies that he has not been hired by the marketing department of Microsoft .
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